SAR-BM3D is one of the state of the art despeckling algorithms for SAR images. However, when tackling with high resolution SAR images, it often has an unsatisfying despeckling performance in the homogeneous smooth regions, together with a high time complexity. In this paper, a novel downsampled SAR-BM3D despeckling approach combined with edge compensation is proposed. The proposed algorithm consists of two steps. First, despeckle the image which is a downsampled version of original image with SAR-BM3D. Then, compensate edges in each level when upsampling. This approach not only utilizes the good ability of feature preservation, but also improves performance of smoothing homogenous regions. When it comes to high resolution SAR images, the efficiency can be raised by six to seven times, compared to original SAR-BM3D. Experiments on simulated and real SAR images show that the proposed method reaches a high level in terms of visual quality and act more efficiently.
Introduction
Due to its all-weather and all-time capability, SAR has being utilized in various applications in both civilian and military. However, speckle which degrades the radiometric quality of data generates because of its imaging mechanism. For further analysis and interpretation, despeckling is necessary and significant for preprocessing.
In past decades, lots of classic despeckling methods were proposed, such as Lee, Kuan, Frost and hard/soft threshold approach based on the wavelet transform [1] . In (NLM) [2] , where similar patches of the target patch are searched all over the image and then the pixels are averaged according to the similarity weights of the pair patches.
Deledalle et al. proposed a probabilistic patch-based (PPB) approach [3] . It extends the NLM filter to the domain of SAR images by exploiting its connections to the weighted maximum likelihood estimator (WMLE), which reached the state of the art performance at that time. To improve the accuracy of similarity measure, many methods are presented [5] [6] [7] based on nonlocal patch matching. One of the state of the art algorithms is BM3D [7] by Dabov et al. BM3D combines nonlocal patch matching with a wavelet representation. It outperforms NLM especially in details keeping.
Parrilli et al. adapted the BM3D filter to SAR images and proposed the SAR-BM3D method [8] , which considers two main modifications: 1) the patch similarity measure is calculated according to PPB [3] ; 2) LLMMSE estimator is used to replace the hardthresholding and Wiener filtering.
Adaptive search size selecting, probabilistic early termination and look-up table are adapted in FANS (Fast adaptive nonlocal SAR despeckling) [9] to speed up SAR-BM3D. FANS indeed reduce time complexity by 1/10 of SAR-BM3D. It can keep details as well as SAR-BM3D in spite of losing some tiny ones. The performance in smoothing is not stable (sometimes over-smooth resulting artifacts). To get better image quality in homogenous regions, literature [10] and [11] both introduce classification. Both of them improve the image quality compared to SAR-BM3D to some degree.
Despeckling for SAR images aims to smoothing the homogenous regions and preserving details (like edges and isolated targets) as far as possible. Although SAR-BM3D has a strong capability of feature keeping, insufficient smoothing in homogenous regions and a high time complexity restrict its application. When processing single-look real SAR image in high resolution, SAR-BM3D cannot take both effect and efficiency into consideration, and achieve satisfying results, so as the variations of SAR-BM3D.
Proposed Despeckling Strategy
To adapt SAR-BM3D to single-look real SAR-BM3D in high resolution, this paper presents a method based on downsampled SAR-BM3D combined with edge compensation. The approach proposed here is a strategy which is a combination of BM3D and FANS. So, we don't present details of BM3D and FANS here. For more, please refer to [8] [9] .
This proposed method has two major advantages: 1) Downsampling turns single-look image into a multilook version, which facilitates smoothing homogenous regions while SAR-BM3D holding the feature preservation capability.
2) Downsampling decreases the size of image, the efficiency of SAR-BM3D increases proportionally to square of sampling coefficient.
Downsampled SAR-BM3D
Downsampling works like multilook processing. After conducting downsampling with sampling coefficient equaling k (power of 2), the image size reduces by 2 1 / k (given original size equals 1). Theoretically, the ENL (equivalent noise level) [11] will increases by 2 k (given original ENL equals 1). Obviously, the bigger k is, the more efficient downsampled SAR-BM3D is. However, an excessive k will result in over smoothing. It is necessary to select k in terms of image resolution. Here, 4 k = is recommended for high resolution SAR images while 2 k = for low resolution ones.
During the conducting of SAR-BM3D after downsampling, a significant parameter should be taken into consideration, that is, L which stands for ENL [11] , to improve the performance of SAR-BM3D in smoothing homogenous regions. A relatively small L that equals to the root of the theoretical ENL is chosen experimentally in order to make the SAR-BM3D obtain a satisfying balance between smoothing (in homogenous regions) and details preservation.
Edge Compensation
Downsampled SAR-BM3D can avoid the deficient smoothing to some extent. However, some detail information is lost after downsampling and upsampling. The whole image seems blurred and suffers from contrast degradation especially in the regions where edges and isolated targets exist. Therefore, edge compensation based on FANS is conducted as the complementary for downsampled SAR-BM3D. FANS is a faster version of BM3D. Figure 1 shows details of edge compensation, given that 2 k = . It works like restoring image with Laplacian pyramid. Filtered original image by FANS is used to approximate the result by SAR-BM3D.
Experimental Results
To justify the validity and efficiency of the proposed approach, we conducted experiments on a simulated image and a real-world single-look SAR images, each of which is 512 * 512. Figure 2(a) is a corrupted Barbara image with a multiplicative speckle noise, of which the equivalent number of looks 1 L = ; Figure 3 (a) is a real single-look SAR image identified as Toulouse sensed by RAMSES and provided by the CNES. We compare the proposed method with SAR-BM3D and FANS from the perspectives of quality and efficiency. The algorithm complexity is measured by CPU (Intel(R) Xeon(R)) time on a 2.4 GHz 64 bit desktop computer with 32G memory. Parameters of SAR-BM3D and FANS are referred to literature [8] and [9] respectively. In the proposed method, the sampling coefficient k is set as 2 due to low resolution of these two images, and. L is 2 according to Equation (1) . Figure 2 shows the results of the simulated SAR image named Barbara. First, in homogenous regions in Figure 2 (d) can be recognized smoother with naked eye. Then, it can be concluded that the feature preservation capability of the proposed method outperforms FANS and approximates BM3D through Figure 3 . The outline of books in Figure 3 (d) looks sharper and more satisfying than in Figure 3 (b) and Figure 3(c) . But the some tiny texture in the top right-hand corner and trousers in the bottom right-hand corner loses in Figure 2(d) , while BM3D keeps them. It's quite obvious that the details missed in Figure 2(d) are of low contrast. They may get blurred in downsampling. However, when it comes to real SAR images, details (especially edge and isolated points which are always targets we care) are of high contrast. It seems that the proposed method will perform better in processing real SAR data.
Then, Figure 4 shows the results on real single-look SAR image. Even though Toulouse is not of high resolution, the proposed approach works well on it. BM3D does not perform well in smoothing homogenous regions, while FANS over-smooth some regions resulting artifacts resembling oil painting. Apparently, the proposed approach outperforms both of them in smoothing. Details, especially isolated point targets, are protected in the proposed approach pretty well. Table 1 shows the average time (100 realizations) of the images processed by the three algorithms. Obviously, the proposed method is just about three rather than seven times faster than original SAR-BM3D. Because sampling coefficient k equals 2. The images are of low resolution, we cannot assign k a bigger number according to Section 2.1.
The proposed approach is aimed at single-look high resolution real SAR images. Due to copyright, however, we cannot display results on real high resolution data. Experiments on 2000 * 2000 high resolution single-look real-world SAR images are conducted. We assign sampling coefficient as 4. Let L equals 4. Results show that the proposed approach is superior toBM3D and FANS in smoothing (homogenous regions) and details preservation and obtains a better visual effect. Table 2 shows time for despeckling these real data. It proves that the proposed method is 7 times faster than original SAR-BM3D. 
Conclusion
In general, downsampled SAR-BM3D with edge compensation approach gives satisfying results with much less running time on single-look SAR images in high resolution. Experiments justify its validity and efficiency on low-resolution single-look SAR images. Even though some problems still exist, namely that tiny artifacts appear in high-resolution SAR image results, further filtering on bias map will be researched in the following work.
